One Tech
Your one and only
technical partner
anytime, anywhere

One Tech’s inception in 2007 arose from the
perception of an opportunity: with an ever
increasingly stringent regulatory environment
being established in the world of shipping,
ship owners and managers began seeking
comprehensive turnkey solutions –
underscored by innovation, sound ethics,
and unfailing security – in ensuring efficiency
and effectiveness at the most value-for-money
price points.

About Us
Driven,
determined,
and
dynamic

OneTech has succeeded in the shipping market,
offering electromechanical services on a global scale,
and invites you to explore its products, services,
and structure in deciding that it is the one – and only
– partner you will need in ensuring that your technical
and spare parts needs are faithfully fulfilled.
At the confluence of three continents, the Mediterranean island
of Cyprus served as the ideal stepping-stone from which OneTech
could project and expand its services on a global scale, turning this
single opportunity into a world of possibilities.
With the company’s headquarters stationed in Cyprus, further
sales offices and service stations situated in Greece, UAE, Holland,
Germany, and dedicated agent offices located in the UK, Singapore
and China, OneTech is uniquely positioned to cater to
all territories.
Harbouring the upmost respect for safety in shipping, and wanting
to assure its clients and partners of its unwavering commitment to
excellence, OneTech has collaborated with numerous world-leading
classification societies and entities, obtained ISO accreditation,
securing approval from each and every one.

The object of One Tech’s ambition is clear and
concise: to provide the highest quality electric,
electronic, and mechanical services to its customers
whilst serving as a rich source of spare parts. Indeed,
by establishing its presence in key locations and
ensuring an abundant supply of stock, One Tech is
steadfastly successful in retaining its competitive edge.

24/7

365

days a year

In serving as an exclusive go-to, one-stop-provider, OneTech
aspires to inspire trust, giving vessel owners and managers the
peace of mind they require to be able to – in turn – nurture and grow
their businesses.

We believe
in investing
in our people,
and in our
partners

Growing intuitively and innovatively in this way, OneTech pioneered
its presence, and can now proudly say that it has a robust network
of engineers within its embrace, which may be deployed across
250 ports worldwide.
Thus, further to safeguarding the parametres within which our
engineers work, and engaging our personnel in life-long training and
educational opportunities, we make ourselves accessible 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, 365 days a year, in making a bold and resounding
statement to our partners: OneTech is proud to serve you.

Goals

Why
Choose
Us
Your one stop
for equipment
& spares
at competitive
prices onsite
24/7

Your
One Stop
Service
Station

Precisely because it is proud to serve its customers
– its partners – OneTech’s team is resolute in its
human approach to the technical and spare parts
needs of vessel managers and owners.
It means quoting an up-front, fixed price, as opposed to charging
by the hour, to allow for effective budgeting, as well as offering
competitive pricing on original spare parts;
It means unequivocal technical competence, and quality
management, as evidenced by the company’s ISO 9001:2015
certification;
It means being responsive and available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, being able to deploy riding squads worldwide
to undertake a range of services, and delivering said services in a
timely and efficient manner;
It means working with complete transparency, with the
company’s full Terms and Conditions listed online;
And it means providing for a one-to-one contact system,
allowing for the flourishing of a more personal relationship between
company and customer.

Aspiring to holistically
serve our partners’ electrical & mechanical
and respective services & spare parts needs
accordingly, OneTech has worked tirelessly
to expand its product base,
resulting in a rich and varied profile of services.
OneTech’s innovative turnkey solutions have been
carefully developed to ensure efficient and effective
implementation at cost-sensitive and competitive prices,
underpinned by the company’s steadfast service philosophy
expressed by availability, reliability, and flexibility.

Products

MECHANICAL

ELECTRICAL

SECURITY

NAVIGATION

PROPULSION

ENVIRONMENTAL

COMMUNICATION

Services

Navigation

Electrical

Propulsion

Communication

We can provide turnkey solutions
(equipment & installation) and we have
equipment & spare parts available in
most of our warehouses worldwide.
Our services include maintenance &
service for radars, gyrocompasses,
AIS, autopilots, echo sounders,
speed logs, anemometers, GPS,
ECDIS and e-charts.

OneTech’s engineers are certified
to service significant equipment –
inclusive of the Engine Monitoring
and Control systems (EMC), power
management system, switchboard
and breaker systems (MCCB),
as well as thermographic surveys
of electrical units as well as being
able to design, implement, and
commission hardware and software
for automation systems. Furthermore,
OneTech is able to supply all electrical
parts and cables required to this end.

We provide propulsion services such
as bonding of the stern tube seals,
bow thruster seals, liner alignment.
These services can be provided
afloat or during drydock.

Crucial to safety, OneTech’s
engineers ensure that communication
systems – from SatCom equipment
and radio systems, to software
solutions – are unfailing, and always
running effectively.

Environmental

Mechanical

Our Engineers are certified, well trained
and experienced to install, calibrate
and maintain the ODME, bilge alarms
15PPM, Oil Mist Detectors and Oil
Water Separators (OWS), survey,
repair and retrofit anodes, ICCP and
ICAF systems. We also plan, design,
install and commission BWTS.

From endoscopic alignment, and the
on-site monitoring of equipment,
One Tech's squad teams of mechanical
engineers are available to tend to
a variety of mechanical needs,
inclusive of auxiliary engine services,
and overhauling.

Security
We provide all Security equipments,
Services and Surveys, installation of
security equipment and maintenance
of all the related systems on vessels
such as VDRs, EPIRBs, SARTs,
Anti-piracy systems, GMDSS, LRIT,
BNWAS, SSAS, and annual SBMAs.

OneTech
Uniquely
positioned to cater
to all territories

Annual Services
In a sea of changing tides, One Tech
is empowering its clients with its
comprehensive Annual Services
Packages Solutions for all bridge
Navigation and Communication
Equipment Maintenance and Annual
Certification.

With maintenance support available
24/7, and a single point of contact,
One Tech aspires to lay strong
foundations in building long-term
relationships with its clients. Delivered
via our own service stations and a global
service network, One Tech’s Annual
Services Agreements are fully
Streamlining the acquisition of Annual customisable according to a vessel’s
Certification (spanning Shore Based
schedule, client’s needs and
Maintenance Certificate to Radio
requirements, fleet size, and trading
Safety Certification, such as GMDSS, areas, and come complete with value
AIS, EPIRB, SART, SSAS, LRIT,
-added extras, such as gyrocompass
and VDR, APTs) coupled with fixed
overhauling, annual health checks
priced discounts on new equipment
on a variety of equipment, including
and spare parts, One Tech’s Annual
switchboards, EMC, Power
Services facilitate a proactive approach Management, Circuit Breakers (MCCB),
to maintenance and obsolescence
Automation Systems, PPM15
management.
calibrations and thermographic surveys.

Annual &
Docking Services
Docking Services
With waves of change ever swelling
the shipping industry, One Tech
has devised a dedicated Docking
Services package to aid its clients in
streamlining and reducing maintenance
requirements and service costs.
Boasting global coverage and 24/7
maintenance support, these turnkey
solutions can be deployed without
delay, and are further enhanced by
absolute flexibility, being tailored
according to each client’s needs.
With a single point of contact,
One Tech’s clients can anticipate their
fleet’s maintenance requirements
being effectively executed in the least
amount of time, and at the most
cost-effective price points.

Docking Services are comprehensive
and all-encompassing, covering key
services and practices, such as stern
tube seals bonding, inspections,
ICCP, MGPS, OWS, PPM15 bilge
alarms calibration, replacement of
flow and viscosity meters and their
calibration, thermographic analysis
and testing of switchboards (MCCB).
Moreover, One Tech services during
drydock, are further enhanced by
value-added extras, including Radio
Safety Certifications, (GMDSS) and
(S)VDR Annual Performance Tests,
gyrocompass overhauls, and services
of EMC, Automation Circuit Breakers
(ACB) and Power Management
Systems (PMS).

Drydocks &
Ship Repairs

OneTech
Drydocks & Ship Repairs
A relationship built on trust,
a bond maintained by experience

OneTech Drydocks and Ship Repairs
represent the highest quality shipyards
and service workshops globally, based
on our customers trading areas and
requirements. We are always in a
position to advice, negotiate and offer
competitive prices anywhere in the
world as well as recommending to our
customers the appropriate shipyard
for each project.

Services include:
• Ship Repairs and Conversion
• New building
• Offshore production and engineering
• Topside engineering, fabrication
and integration
• Steel structure manufacturing
• Fabrication, installation and
integration of multiple mooring
solutions – internal and external
• Hatch covers maintenance,
In a market ever focused on the
fabrication and integration
retrofitting and modification of existing • Main and auxiliary engines
vessels – in a bid to upgrade said
overhauling
vessels in bringing them in line with
• Electrical equipment overhaul
the most current International Maritime • Installation and repair of piping
Organization (IMO) and flag state
systems
regulations – OneTech provides a rich
list of services to this end in tandem
with its business associates.

Coatings
Marine
Most vessels are mostly built of steel
and rely on coatings to prevent the
onset of severe corrosion which can,
if not maintained, reduce the vessel’s
lifespan dramatically and if ignored,
can lead to costly steel replacement
or downgrading by the insurers.

Industrial
blasting can be utilised. There is also
no requirement for ventilation or
dehumidification; reduced H&S
consideration and no fire hazards for
storage or application.

The unique range of marine coating
systems have passed the most
Our suppliers guarantee the utmost
stringent IMO tests (uniquely on the
underwater resistance offering
rusty and wet & rusty steel) and have
solvent-free, wet & rust tolerant range been approved by ABS and Lloyds for
of marine coatings were designed with maintenance on new build (including
great flexibility; the main advantages
on shop primed steel). They are also
being that any method of surface
FDA approved for food and beverage,
preparation, i.e. mechanical, HP and dry cargo and potable water.
UHP water wash, dry or wet grit

Our unique range of coating systems
consists of solvent-free, solvent &
water-borne technology. They have
been successfully utilised as a solution
to a wide range of anti-corrosion
problems across all industries:
Industrial, Marine, Petrochemical,
Power Generation, Offshore,
Oil & Gas and Food & Beverage.
The solvent-free, wet & rust tolerant
range of coatings has over 15 years
of successful track records and have
truly revolutionised the coatings
industry. Environmental concern and
high costs of grit blasting has now

forced the industry to move towards
more environmentally friendly water
blasting. Major cost savings can
now also be achieved through the
reduced equipment requirements
and contract duration.
These are the coatings of the future;
not only do they comply with Health &
Safety and Environmental legislations,
they surpass them. It is our aim to
provide the industry with the most
advanced coatings technology in the
market, whilst extending service life,
reducing environmental damage,
maintenance and repair costs.

Get in touch with us to find out more how we may be of service to you.

www.onetech.global
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